We present an overview of the data and models collected for the Whole Heliosphere Interval, an international campaign to study the three-dimensional solar- heliospheric-planetary connected system near solar minimum. The data and models correspond to solar Carrington Rotation 2068 (20 March -16 April 2008) extending from below the solar photosphere, through interplanetary space, and down to Earth's mesosphere. Nearly 200 people participated in aspects of WHI studies, analyzing and interpreting data from nearly 100 instruments and models in order to elucidate the physics of fundamental heliophysical processes. The solar and inner heliospheric data showed structure consistent with the declining phase of the solar cycle. A closely spaced cluster of low-latitude active regions was responsible for an increased level of magnetic activity, while a highly warped current sheet dominated heliospheric structure. The geospace data revealed an unusually high level of activity, driven primarily by the periodic impingement of high-speed streams. The WHI studies traced the solar activity and structure into the heliosphere and geospace, and provided new insight into the nature of the interconnected heliophysical system near solar minimum.
Introduction
The Whole Heliosphere Interval (WHI) was an internationally coordinated observation and modeling effort to characterize the three-dimensional (3D) interconnected solar-Heliophysical Year's largest research program, WHI incorporated the drivers of geophysical change into the extended solar-heliospheric domain. The primary science goals of WHI were to:
• Characterize the 3D solar minimum heliosphere • Trace the effects of solar structure and activity through the solar wind to the Earth and other planetary systems.
To accomplish the first goal, synoptic observing programs were run throughout WHI, along with several "targeted observing campaigns" (e.g. Chamberlin et al., 2009; McIntosh and De Pontieu, 2009; Woods et al., 2009 ). These observations were interpreted and connected with the aid of models, providing a phenomenological framework. With the establishment of the framework, a variety of cross-disciplinary science questions could be addressed. The following science questions were identified for WHI. We take this opportunity to provide the relevant references to articles in this Topical Issue or other publications that specifically involved WHI:
i) What is the impact of a solar minimum "ground state", in particular a 3D solar magnetic field with predominantly open flux and a lack of solar activity, on
• Solar-driven Ionosphere-Thermosphere-Mesosphere coupling (including irradiancedriven processes)? Woods et al., 2009; Solomon et al., 2010 Solomon et al., , 2011 Araujo-Pradere et al., 2011; Emery et al., 2011; Gibson et al., 2011; Haberreiter, 2011; Lei et al., 2011; Wang et al., 2011; White et al., 2011) • Cosmic-ray modulation? Jian, Russell, and Luhmann, 2011) • Morphology of heliosphere? (Bisi et al., 2009a; Cliver and Ling, 2011; Riley et al., 2011; Zhao and Fisk, 2011) • Solar and magnetospheric magnetic energy storage/release? Jian, Russell, and Luhmann, 2011; Lepping et al., 2010) • And once we have answered these questions, does it help us interpret the historical record? (Cliver and Ling, 2011; Emery et al., 2011; Gibson et al., 2009; Jian, Russell, and Luhmann, 2011) ii) What processes determine the physics at heliophysical boundaries?
• What can we learn from composition boundaries (at Sun and in solar wind)? (Leamon and McIntosh, 2009; Gibson et al., 2011; Zhao and Fisk, 2011) • What can we learn about plasma/neutral and density boundaries? Emmert, Lean, and Picone, 2010; Gibson et al., 2009 Gibson et al., , 2011 McIntosh and De Pontieu, 2009; de Toma, 2010; Lei et al., 2011; Wang et al., 2011; Vásquez et al., 2011) • How about magnetic boundaries (current sheets/sector boundaries, magnetopauses)? (Petrie, Canou, and Amari, 2011; Riley et al., 2011; Zhao and Fisk, 2011) • Is there evidence for interchange reconnections at coronal-hole boundaries? (Zhao and Fisk, 2011) iii) How is magnetic energy transported through the system?
• How do solar subsurface structures/flow relate to magnetic flux emergence? (Kosovichev and Duvall, 2011; Altrock, 2011; Muller, Utz, and Hanslmeier, 2011; • How does flux emergence/reconnections/MHD waves affect evolution of solar magnetic structures? (Aschwanden 2011a (Aschwanden , 2011b Nitta, 2011; Petrie, Canou, and Amari, 2011; Vásquez et al., 2011; Welsch, Christe, and McTiernan, 2011) • How do structures (both eruptive and non-eruptive) evolve in solar wind from Sun to heliopause? Lepping et al., 2010; Maris and Maris, 2010; Riley et al., 2011; Webb et al., 2011) • How do they interact with planetary magnetospheres and geospace? (Araujo-Pradere et al., 2011; Emery et al., 2011; Jackman and Arridge, 2011; Lei et al., 2011; Wang et al., 2011) To properly address these questions, the dates of WHI needed to occur near solar minimum, and multi-point heliospheric measurements would have to include out-of-the-Ecliptic observations provided by the Ulysses mission. Fortunately, Ulysses was in an ideal location, and the STEREO mission provided two additional measurements points near the solar Ecliptic plane.
Observational Vantage Points
By Spring 2008, the field of heliophysics was entering a new era of 3D observing capabilities. Two recently launched multi-spacecraft missions (STEREO and THEMIS) were expanding our capacity to study variations in the global structure of the heliosphere and magnetosphere, respectively, while the extremely successful Ulysses mission was approaching the end of nearly two decades of out-of-the-Ecliptic observations. The Cassini and Voyager missions continued their measurements of the outer heliosphere, and a new mission to be launched in October 2008, the Interstellar Boundary Explorer (IBEX), would soon be mapping the boundary of the heliosphere itself. These factors, along with the continued operation of dozens of additional missions and observatories (both ground-and space-based), made Spring 2008 an excellent time for 3D heliospheric studies, and therefore an ideal occasion for the Whole Heliosphere Interval campaign. In early 2008 the Ulysses mission was completing its final transit over the northern pole of the Sun. Throughout 2007, Ulysses was in the "Fast Latitude Scan" (FLS) phase of its orbit, where it is near the 1.4 AU perihelion of its highly elliptical orbit (see Figure 1 and top of Figure 2 ). During each FLS, Ulysses traveled from 80
• below the Ecliptic to 80
• above in less than one-fifth of the time it took to complete the rest of an orbit.
The STEREO spacecraft, launched in October 2006, were approaching 50
• separation. The Sun-Earth L 1 Lagrange point, with SOHO, ACE, and Wind, was roughly halfway between the two. The three measurement points near the solar Ecliptic plane, plus the Ulysses measurement out of the Ecliptic, made it possible to study the evolution of the 3D heliosphere in greater detail than ever before. The angular separation between the STEREO spacecraft was still small enough to perform stereoscopic imaging, and the distance between the two spacecraft was still within the size of an average coronal mass ejection (CME) or a large corotating interaction region/stream interaction region (CIR/SIR), thus making it possible to study heliospheric structures with multiple sampling points.
Another key WHI observational asset, launched 14 April 2008, was a sounding rocket experiment that enabled the creation of the first complete high-resolution irradiance spectrum near solar minimum conditions . NASA sounding rocket 36.240 (the Woods/LASP rocket) obtained EUV measurements that, when combined with data from TIMED/SEE and SORCE, covered the full spectral range from the EUV to infrared (0.1 nm to 2400 nm). The production of the new Solar Irradiance Reference Spectra (SIRS: Woods et al., 2009) , was a major effort by many members of the WHI team, and constitutes one of WHI's most significant scientific accomplishments.
Heliophysics at (and near) Solar Minimum
The Whole Heliosphere Interval campaign occurred near solar minimum, in order to optimize our ability to characterize the 3D heliosphere and trace the connections to geospace Figure 3 WHI's "atypical" solar minimum structure. Left: Composite image of a modeled photospheric magnetic field at the solar surface (saturated at ± 1 G), with a selection of magnetic-field lines originating in the plane of the figure, and a color contour of the coronal density (scaled by R 2 ). Right: Illustration of the smoothed large-scale properties of the inner heliosphere out to 1 AU. The isosurface marks the location of B r = 0 and is the location of the heliospheric current sheet (HCS). The meridional slice shows the modeled radial velocity, and the sphere at 30 R shows the radial magnetic-field strength. (Figures from Riley et al. (2011).) and to the outer heliosphere. WHI was based on, and grew out of, the extremely successful "Whole Sun Month" (WSM) campaigns that took place during the previous solar minimum (e.g. Biesecker et al., 1999; Galvin and Kohl, 1999; Gibson et al., 1999; Linker et al., 1999) . The comprehensive suite of observations and models allowed a thorough characterization of the solar-minimum heliosphere. WHI expanded on WSM by including geospace, and including a broader and more sophisticated range of models and observations, especially of the heliosphere. It was presumed that, for the second consecutive solar cycle, WHI would allow researchers a deeper look into the nature of a "typical" solar minimum. Giving consideration to the observatory orbit locations, observing schedules, and forecasts for the minimum of Solar Cycle 23 (see Figure 2) , the WHI team chose Carrington Rotation 2068, running 20 March -16 April 2008.
As it turned out, the minimum between Solar Cycles 23 and 24 was quite different from other recent minima (e.g. Gibson et al., 2009 Gibson et al., , 2011 Due to the unanticipated delay in the arrival of Solar Cycle 24, WHI transpired more than six months before the cycle reached the actual minimum, and the solar structure during WHI was much more complex than during the Whole Sun Month (see Figure 3) . Nonetheless, the data and models assembled as part of WHI allowed a great deal of insight into the nature of the heliophysical connected system near solar minimum, and the addition of the WHI 2 and WHI 3 intervals allowed a supplementation of data to provide a more complete picture. 
WHI Synoptic Data and Models
Most of the observatories participating in WHI compiled datasets consisting of "synoptic" observations, which were designed to provide baseline measurements of the heliophysical system. The same measurements were performed over the course of the entire campaign, building up a dataset representing an entire solar rotation. The data and models presented in The in-situ and geospace data are presented using a coordinate system that facilitates comparison to the solar and heliospheric Carrington maps. During WHI, the solar-wind speed measured by the spacecraft near the Ecliptic plane ranged from 350 to 750 km s −1 . At these velocities, the transit from the Sun to 1 AU takes between ≈ 2.5 to 5 days, with a mean time of about 3.5 days (which corresponds to approximately 45
• in Carrington longitude). The "back-mapping" representation takes into account the several days of separation between the observation of a solar feature and in-situ detection of any associated solar-wind structures.
The back-mapping technique is illustrated in Figure 4 . In this article, all of the geospace and in-situ measurements are mapped back to their estimated source longitude at the solar source surface (R = 2.5 R ), based on the local measured in-situ solar-wind speed. In Figure 4 and green plots correspond connect the in-situ (orange) measurements to their back-mapped (green) locations.
Of course, the solar-wind speed is rarely constant, and this simple "ballistic" estimate is not physically realistic, but it is useful to facilitate comparison. Because slower-speed wind tends to speed up as it interacts with higher-speed solar wind, the ballistically mapped-back longitude tends to be greater than the actual source longitude (the opposite being true for faster wind). As a result, the speeds for a given longitude are not necessary single-valued (as is evident near CLON = 75
• ), and these regions have an increased likelihood of developing into fast/slow stream-interaction regions (SIRs) or corotating interaction regions (CIRs).
Solar Carrington Maps
Figures 5 and 6 show the data from solar imagers and models. The solar-disk imager data are interpolated where there is adequate coverage, and the maps are left blank where the coverage is incomplete.
There are several pieces of supplementary information superposed on each of the maps. These include i) the location of the Earth relative to the solar Ecliptic plane (heliolatitude), ii) the times of two heliospheric current sheet (HCS) crossings, iii) a CIR with an ICME observed at L 1 , and iv) the heliospheric source-surface location according to two different models. • N. All of the instruments with imaging capabilities (both space-and groundbased) were located near but below the equatorial plane, meaning that the exact North pole of the Sun was not visible in any of the imager data obtained during WHI. ii) HCS crossings: Maps of both remote-sensing and in-situ data taken near the solar Ecliptic plane (i.e., all but the maps from the Ulysses mission) contain red vertical lines near the CLON = 239
• and CLON = 349
• that indicate the location of the crossings of the heliospheric current sheet (HCS) as observed in the ACE data. The region between the lines represents the period where ACE was North of the HCS. iii) CIR observed by several spacecraft + ICME at L 1 : The maps also contain a blue vertical line around CLON = 75
• , indicating where several ICME properties were observed by ACE (low proton temperature, enhanced helium abundance, and counterstreaming and GONG Potential Field Source Surface (Petrie, Canou, and Amari, 2011) model neutral lines at R = 2.5 R . The models are described below in Section 3.1.7. The neutral lines are plotted on the Carrington maps at their corresponding heliographic latitudes (white line for MAS, black line for PFSS). In Figure 9 , the maps depicting IPS measurements and solar-wind model results contain a trace that indicates the position of the HCS as determined by MAS.
Residual Subsurface Flows from 7 Mm and 1 Mm below the Photosphere (SOHO/MDI Data)
The first two maps (labeled a and b) in Figure 5 show subsurface flow velocities derived from local helioseismological analysis of SOHO/MDI Dopplergram data. The technique, described by Haber et al. (2002) , determines horizontal subsurface flows by performing Optimally Localized Averages (OLA) inversions with the mean zonal and meridional flows removed. The original flow velocities were determined for a grid of overlapping 15
• ×15
• tiles with centers spaced 7.5
• apart. The residual flows were determined by averaging the velocities obtained from all of the available days at each location on the solar disk, and subtracting this average from the individual days. The synoptic maps were then built up by performing a weighted average of the residual flows for each region as it rotated across the solar disk (≈ four to nine days depending on its latitude). The result is a map of the horizontal-flow field as a function of depth in the interior.
The technique has difficulty in resolving flows at higher latitudes, where the solar surface is increasingly tilted away from the observational line of sight. Values can be obtained for latitudes beyond 60
• , but the accuracy significantly decreases with latitude; as a result, the map is left blank above 60
• latitude. Figure 5a corresponds to a depth of around 7.0 Mm, and the second map in Figure 5b corresponds to a depth of 1.0 Mm. The magnitude of the flow velocities is represented by the length of the arrows on the map; the arrow in the legend indicates the length of an arrow • , 235
• , and 260
• , respectively, but there are also several other cells present. Previous studies (e.g. Haber, 2008) have indicated that the strongest and most organized flows are more likely to be near active regions than the quiet Sun. In this case, the flows near AR 10989 were particularly strong, even when compared to the other two active regions. Kosovichev and Duvall (2011) performed a closer examination of the subsurface flow structure under the WHI active regions to a depth of 48 Mm. They found that AR 10989 had the strongest shearing flows and was decaying most rapidly, but found no evidence of subsurface linkage between the three regions.
Longitudinal Magnetogram (Global Oscillation Network Group/GONG)
Figure 5c is constructed from GONG longitudinal magnetograms (see Petrie, Canou, and Amari, 2011) . As the latitude increases, the accuracy of the magnetograms is affected by the increasingly oblique viewing angle relative to the photospheric surface. The component of the magnetic field along the line-of-sight of the observations decreases, and the cos(latitude) projection of the pixels requires increasing interpolation, so values greater than 60
• in latitude are omitted from the map. In addition to the higher latitudes and active regions, there are also many quiet-Sun regions that exhibit a prevailing positive or negative polarity, consistent with the waning phase of the solar cycle.
Map of Coronal Hole Boundaries and Polarities
Figure 5d identifies coronal holes and regions of prevailing magnetic polarity using the method described by McIntosh (2003) . Hα data are examined along with magnetogram and He I 10 830 Å from the National Solar Observatory/Kitt Peak to draw the boundaries of magnetic-field regions and coronal holes. The magnetic polarity of the north/south polar coronal holes are identified in red/blue, and equatorial coronal holes assigned colors to match the polarity of the polar holes. The gray/white areas correspond to an overall negative/positive polarity in a given region, with black contours identifying the neutral lines between the opposing field regions. Clusters of mixed polarity near the Equator give way to the polar-crown regions at mid-latitudes and open field lines near the Poles. Figure 5e shows the distribution of coronal holes as derived by the Wang-Sheeley-Arge model (Arge and Pizzo, 2000) using SOHO/MDI data. Light and dark-gray regions indicate positive and negative longitudinal magnetic flux. Also shown are the field lines that intersect the solar equatorial plane at the model's source surface, traced back to their footpoints at the photosphere (Leamon and McIntosh, 2009 ). The field lines are calculated by ballistically mapping back along a radial trajectory from the ACE spacecraft at 1 AU to the solar source surface (R = 2.5 R ). The field lines are then represented on the map as a straight line between the (latitude, longitude) coordinates of each footpoint and its associated sub-Earth connection longitude in the Ecliptic plane (see Gibson et al. (2011) for a more detailed discussion). Leamon and McIntosh (2009) developed a method called the "Magnetic Range of Influence" (MRoI) to describe the connection between the photospheric magnetic field and the solar wind. The MRoI, first proposed by McIntosh, Davey, and Hassler (2006) , describes the magnetic environment of a flux element in the photosphere, representing the distance from a SOHO/MDI magnetogram pixel required to balance the integrated magnetic field in the pixel. In Figure 5f , the regions of highest MRoI occur at high latitudes inside coronal holes and at low latitudes in equatorial coronal holes and active regions, and serve as an indicator of the footpoints of the open field lines identified in the PFSS model. The blue regions included in the map label the footpoints of the sub-Earth field lines. The majority of the footpoints connecting to Earth either originate along the boundary of the southern polar coronal hole or in the equatorial coronal holes as identified in the coronal-hole boundary map to the left. Figure 5g shows the coronal-hole boundaries of CR 2068 as determined by the method described by de Toma (2010) . This technique uses all four EUV wavelengths available from SOHO/EIT and STEREO/SECCHI/EUVI, combining the measurements in each wavelength to take advantage of the different manifestation of coronal holes. In particular, the inclusion of the He II 304 Å (chromospheric-transition region) line helps to better identify boundaries of coronal holes that can be partially obscured by brighter features in optically thin coronal EUV lines (171, 195, and 284 Å) .
Magnetic Field, Open Field Footpoints, and Projection of Solar Wind (WSA Model)

Magnetic Range of Influence Map
Map of Coronal Holes Identified in EUV Data (Determined by the de Toma Method)
Open-Field Footpoints Determined by PFSS Extrapolation (GONG) and the MAS Model (SOHO/MDI)
In the maps shown in Figure 5h and i, the open field lines as predicted by two different models are presented. The open field lines as determined by the PFSS model (Figure 5h ) using GONG data (Petrie, Canou, and Amari, 2011) are similar to those determined by the Wang-Sheeley-Arge method, but show distinct differences from those calculated by the Magnetohydrodynamics Around a Sphere (MAS) model . The MAS model (Figure 5i ) results in a larger volume of open field, including an additional equatorial coronal hole spanning from 15
• -120
• . The manifestation of the surplus coronal hole, nicknamed "Nessie" by the WHI team, depended on the magnetic boundary conditions of the model, particularly the polar fields.
Radio Emission Map (Nobeyama Radioheliograph)
Figure 5j is constructed from 17-GHz observations obtained by the Nobeyama Radioheliograph. The regions of higher emission generally correspond to stronger magnetic field. Note, however, that increased brightness at higher latitudes does not necessarily indicate the location of a polar coronal hole, and that equatorial coronal holes do not appear bright in the 17-GHz images. The cause of the bright polar caps was described by Shibasaki (1998) as a superposition of limb-brightening with intrinsically bright polar features.
Maps from EUV Imager Data (STEREO/SECCHI and SOHO/EIT)
The maps in Figure 6 are constructed from EUV images obtained by the SOHO/EIT and STEREO/SECCHI/EUVI instruments. The four wavelengths, 304 Å, 171 Å, 195 Å, and 284 Å, correspond to temperatures of approximately 50 000 -80 000 K (chromospheretransition region), 0.6 -0.9 MK (corona), 1.1 -1.4 MK (corona), and 2.0 MK (corona), respectively. The EUVI images are interpolated over the northern pole, which consists primarily of a coronal hole. The effect of the interpolation is most noticeable in the STEREO-B images, as the spacecraft was located at a lower latitude than STEREO-A at the time of WHI.
At STEREO-B's longitude, CR 2068 began at 6:00 UT on 18 March 2008, while it began at 20:00 UT on 21 March 2008 for STEREO-A. Therefore, an image representing a given Carrington longitude in a STEREO-B map was obtained more than 3.5 days before the corresponding STEREO-A image. There is little variation from one map to the next, for the most part, but some evolution can be spotted at the poleward boundary of the equatorial coronal hole located between CLON = 110
• and 190
• , particularly in the higher-temperature wavelengths (195 Å and 284 Å) . In the STEREO-B maps, the boundary appears to be weaker and the coronal hole looks more like an equatorward extension of the southern polar hole. Over the next couple of days, the boundary separating the equatorial hole from the Pole appears to solidify, perhaps reflecting the ambiguous results of the different coronal-hole boundary determination techniques shown in Figure 5 .
Coronagraph Carrington Maps
Figures 7 and 8 show the Carrington maps constructed from coronagraph data obtained during WHI. Data from the Mauna Loa Solar Observatory (MLSO) Mk4 coronagraph were used to create the R = 1.2 R and R = 1.7 R maps. SOHO/LASCO coronagraph data were used for the R = 2.5 R maps, COR1 data from STEREO/SECCHI A and B were used for the R = 2.0 R maps, and COR2 data were used for the R = 7.0 R maps.
To create these maps, an annulus is taken from the coronagraph images at a given altitude. The annulus is divided along the solar apparent meridian, and the corresponding halves become the elements for the east-and west-limb Carrington maps for that altitude.
The B 0 angle of the coronagraph observations determines the line-of-sight integration path of the data, and therefore there is a slight variation in the structures as they are observed from the different spacecraft position angles. However, the primary difference between the maps is due to two other factors:
i) The variation of the corona in time. The data used to construct the east-and west-limb maps for a given coronagraph are obtained half a Carrington rotation apart, corresponding to nearly two weeks difference in time.
ii) The variation of the heliosphere with altitude. As expected, the streamers become thinner and are located closer to the equatorial plane as the altitude increases.
The white and black lines representing the MAS and PFSS neutral lines at R = 2.5 R are shown on all of these maps. A comparison of the source surface with the coronal structure around 2.5 R indicates that the models, particularly MAS, reproduce the observations quite well.
Heliospheric Carrington Maps
Figure 9 is a compilation of remote-sensing observations and models representing heliospheric solar-wind structure from 15 R out to 1 AU. As explained in Figure 4 , the heliospheric in-situ data and geospace data are "mapped back" to their approximate source Carrington longitude. An application of the back-mapping technique for the 1 AU maps in this section would be unwieldy, because the data are two-dimensional and the solar-wind speed can greatly in latitude as well as longitude. We note that the in-situ observations are offset, on average, by about 45
• from their Parker-spiral footpoint at the Sun. To facilitate comparison with the inner heliospheric maps, we shift the 1 AU maps in Figure 9 , as a whole, by 45
• . In order to facilitate comparison with the STEREO spacecraft data, the helio-latitudes of the STEREO spacecraft are superposed on the interplanetary scintillation (IPS) and model solar-wind maps (the upper trace corresponds to STEREO-A, lower trace to STEREO-B). The location of the heliospheric current sheet at 1 AU, as determined by the MAS model, is superposed on each of these maps as well.
Heliospheric Imager Maps (STEREO/SECCHI HI-1)
In Figure 9a STEREO-A the HIs view the east limb of the Sun, and on STEREO-B they view the west limb. These maps help form a bridge between the inner heliospheric observations and the measurements at 1 AU, and follow streamers as their latitudinal extent becomes increasingly restricted toward the Equator.
Interplanetary Scintillation Maps at 15 R (STELab/UCSD Tomography IPS)
Figures 9e -f represent the solar-wind density and speed derived through tomographic reconstruction of interplanetary scintillation (IPS) data obtained from the Nagoya University Solar-Terrestrial Environment Laboratory (STELab) IPS array system. The IPS data are obtained through multi-antenna observations of a distant radio source at an observing frequency of 327 MHz. Variations in the radio signal, caused by scattering off of small-scale structures in the solar wind, are accumulated as a function of time and elongation angle, and IPS velocity and normalized scintillation-level data are used as input to the tomography to reconstruct the solar-wind velocity and density in the inner heliosphere out to 3 AU (e.g. Jackson and Hick, 2005; Bisi et al., 2009b ; and references therein). The 3D tomographic reconstruction involves iterative fits to a solar-wind model that incorporates variations in structure caused by both corotating and outward-flowing structures within the solar wind. (See Bisi et al., 2009a , for a more complete description of how the maps were produced.)
The maps represent the results produced by the tomographic reconstruction at a distance of 15 R . The velocity reconstructions are complete for CR 2068, but not the density reconstruction, which did not have sufficient numbers of observations to provide complete coverage, particularly at high latitudes (see Bisi et al., 2009a Bisi et al., , 2009b . The missing areas of density coverage are left blank in the maps. Bisi et al. (2009a) performed a thorough comparison between the STELab measurements and solar-wind data from the STEREO/PLASTIC and Wind/SWE instruments. They found that the tomographic reconstructions fit the morphology and magnitude and the in-situ measurements quite well, with the weakest fit being near a high-density feature measured at STEREO-A.
Interplanetary Scintillation Maps at 1 AU (Ooty Radio Telescope)
Figures 9h -i show solar-wind speed and normalized scintillation level (g-level) derived from observations of IPS using the Ootacamund (Ooty) Radio Telescope. The velocities are reconstructed tomographically with a method similar to the one used to produce the STELab maps. These maps represent the solar wind structure at 1 AU, and Manoharan (2010) discuss the differences between the measurements taken this solar cycle vs. the previous solar cycle. In particular, the low-speed region along the equatorial belt is considerably wider than that of the previous cycle, consistent with the observations of weaker polar magnetic fields. As mentioned previously, these maps and the following map are shifted by 45
• in longitude, to offset the average position of the Parker-spiral footpoints.
Solar Wind Speed and Heliospheric Current Sheet Derived by the MAS Model
The maps in Figure 9g and j show the solar-wind speed at 20 R and 1 AU as derived by the MAS model. These maps are the solar-wind counterpart to the MAS open-footpoint map in Figure 5 , and are presented for comparison to the IPS measurements, particularly at midto-high latitudes (as was the case with a similar comparison of CR 2029 in the declining phase of the solar cycle; Bisi et al., 2010b) . The reasons for such differences are still a topic • to −2.7 • , and Earth was in between, slightly closer to the STEREO-B latitudes. This means that slowly evolving structures observed at L 1 would be closer in proximity, and presumably morphology, to the STEREO-B observations than the STEREO-A observations. Upon inspection, this appears to be true for the bulk-speed and thermal-speed measurements, but not as much for the density. The CIR structure that appears in both the Wind and ACE data from CLON = 35
• to 75
• is much smaller at both STEREO locations, at least in part due to the ICME accompanying the observations at L 1 .
We must place limitations on any conclusions that we draw from a simple comparison between the lower-latitude data to the Ulysses measurements. As mentioned earlier, the lower-latitude spacecraft spend most of WHI below the HCS, except for the period between CLON = 239
• and 349
• . The solar-wind speed and density measured by Ulysses during WHI exhibits much less variation than the measurements near the Ecliptic plane, consistent with a solar-wind source in the northern polar coronal hole. The high-speed wind observed by ACE, STEREO, and Wind likely originates in an equatorial coronal hole and not the northern pole, so the Ulysses data may have little overlap with the other in-situ observations. However, the Ulysses measurements serve as an extremely important constraint for the heliospheric models, as the solar poles have played a major role in establishing our "unusual" solar-minimum corona. As expected, the magnetic-field magnitude shows the greatest increases near the heliospheric current sheet (HCS) crossings and high-speed stream (HSS) interfaces, and the composition ratio shows a great deal of variability near the heliospheric current sheet, but not as much at the boundary of the HSS at CLON = 75
• . Fisk and Zhao (2009) and Zhao and Fisk (2011) investigated these solar-wind properties and found that they are consistent with our understanding of the heliosphere; i.e. the mass flux, temperature, and pressure relationships of the fast and slow solar wind are unchanged for this minimum.
Geospace Data
The geospace data in Figure 11 are presented in the same manner as the in-situ solar-wind data, as a function of Carrington longitude instead of time. As is shown in Figure 4 , in these plots time goes from right to left on the x-axis. The vertical lines marking the HCS crossings and the ICME/CIR are also superposed on these plots. Figure 11a shows the > 2 MeV electron flux in the outer radiation belt as measured by the NOAA/GOES satellites. As described by Gibson et al. (2009) , the peak radiation-belt values were elevated by more than three times over those observed during the Whole Sun Month (1996) campaign from the previous solar minimum. The radiation-belt electron flux later declined to its lowest recorded levels in late 2009. The GOES > 2 MeV electron-number fluxes correlate best with the solar-wind speed (e.g. Baker et al., 1990; Emery et al., 2011) , although there is always a drop-out in the electron flux at the leading edge of an HSS because the radiation belt is pushed Earthwards by the increased solar-wind dynamic pressure. Figure 11b shows auroral electron power derived from hourly averages of intercalibrated measurements made by the NOAA Polar-orbiting Operational Environmental Satellite (POES) and US Air Force Defense Meteorological Satellite Program (DMSP) satellites. Gibson et al. (2009) also found a correlation between the solar-wind speed periodicity and magnitude and the auroral electron power. The auroral electron-power input was largest for the first HSS when the Earth was above the HCS and IMF B Z was mostly negative. However, the auroral input was still significant for the middle HSS during mostly positive IMF B Z conditions due to the Alfvénic fluctuations at the magnetopause during HSSs . This is consistent with the correlations found by Emery et al. (2009) of the auroral power with solar-wind electric field during B Z -negative or positive conditions, where the correlations were highest during HSSs for B Z -negative conditions. Figure 11c , Challenging Minisatellite Payload (CHAMP) accelerometer data are used to derive thermospheric densities (see Lei et al., 2011) . The measurements at satellite orbits are normalized to an altitude of 400 km using the NRLMSISE00 empirical model (Picone et al., 2002) . The CHAMP density shows clear responses to the three CIR/HSS events during the Carrington rotation. Model calculations by Solomon et al. (2010 Solomon et al. ( , 2011 ) allowed a close examination of the relationship between the solar EUV irradiance and the unusually low thermospheric densities observed near the recent solar minimum. The low variation in solar EUV flux during WHI provides a unique opportunity to isolate the effect of solar-wind drivers of thermospheric variation. As revealed by Lei et al. (2011) , the geomagnetic activity associated with the HSSs had a significant impact on the thermosphere. Figure 11d shows F-region ion temperature at 300 km, constructed from measurements from the Poker Flat Advanced Modular Incoherent Scatter Radar (PFISR). The data show a nearperfect correspondence with the auroral-electron power, indicating a common driver. Sojka et al. (2011) examined fifty CIRs from March 2007 -February 2008 as part of an International Polar Year (IPY) campaign, and found that each CIR had an observable response in the PFISR data that lasted several days. Figure 11f shows TIMED/SABER measurements of infrared radiative cooling by nitric oxide in the Earth's thermosphere. Not surprisingly, the cooling flux shows a strong correlation to the thermospheric-density measurements from CHAMP, serving as more evidence of the geospace response to the CIRs. Mlynczak et al. (2010) found that, as opposed to CO 2 , the cooling rates and radiative fluxes from NO are largest at high latitudes and polar regions, and they exhibit substantially higher solar-cycle variability.
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Conclusions
WHI began as an extension of the "Whole Sun Month" concept, building on the successful program from the previous solar minimum by adding modern modeling techniques, increased 3D heliospheric coverage, and extending the observations to include the impact on geospace. A comprehensive suite of models and observations were formulated to allow the WHI team to thoroughly address the three primary science questions described in Section 2.1 of this article.
Although the "unusual" solar minimum between Solar Cycles 23 and 24 occurred much later than originally anticipated, it provided an excellent opportunity to learn more about the nature of not only the interconnected heliophysical system, but the nature of solar minimum in general: When your observations give you lemons, study lemonade.
WHI also provided the opportunity to study the cause and effect of phenomena that are difficult to isolate during times of higher activity. Throughout WHI, geospace was "ringing" with the impact of recurrent high-speed streams (HSS). The processes governing these interactions are always present, but during solar maximum a steady stream of CMEs, flares, and EUV irradiance variations are added to the mix.
Several years of concerted effort have produced breakthroughs and insights. Still, it is clear that the picture is far from complete. While WHI shed a spotlight on many fundamental heliophysical processes, many questions remain. A major limitation of our Carrington-map approach is that the montage does not adequately represent variations on smaller timescales. Despite the coarse granularity of the Carrington maps and plots, a picture starts to emerge, but much of the important physics lies in boundaries and interactions that are more intricate or subtle. It may be clear in the overview plots that some aspects are interconnected, but the "how" and "why" are usually hidden in the details. Therefore, we now take the opportunity to highlight some of the more focused collaborative studies undertaken by the WHI team.
Completing the Montage
The data and models presented in this article provide only a brief glimpse of the heliosphere's slow descent to solar minimum. As seen in the solar Carrington maps presented in Section 3, the WHI Sun was dominated by several traditionally "non-solar-minimum" features. Most of the global coronal-field structure around CR 2068/WHI consisted of quiet Sun, and nearly all significant magnetic activity was crowded between CLON = 180
• and 270
• . This lopsided activity distribution, combined with relatively weak polar fields, resulted in a global coronal-field structure that was far from the nearly axisymmetric, dipolar configuration expected during solar minimum. There was a large warp in the streamer belt centered at around 239
• of Carrington longitude, and much of the flux connecting to the Ecliptic plane originated from low-latitude coronal holes, an unusual state of affairs for a near-minimum corona. These were responsible for, and increased prevalence of, high-speed streams and CIRs, and the majority of the geospace impacts (Gibson et al., 2009 Emery et al., 2011) .
Several WHI studies focused on the solar magnetic origin of these CIRs (e.g. Riley, Linker, and Mikić, 2010; Petrie, Canou, and Amari, 2011; Riley et al., 2011) , as well as their extent and morphology. de Toma (2010) examined the polar magnetic fields of the Sun, and discussed the role of low-latitude coronal holes and high-speed streams in determining heliospheric structure, as did Bisi et al. (2010a) , Maris and Maris (2010), and Jian, Russell, and . Others have studied and documented their connection to geospace (see below) as well as other planetary systems (Jackman and Arridge, 2011) .
As mentioned in Section 2, solar-irradiance studies were also a fundamental part of WHI. The direct energy input to geospace, and the question of the Earth's energy budget overall, require a clear understanding and characterization of solar irradiance from EUV to infrared wavelengths. The effort described by Chamberlin et al. (2009) and Woods et al. (2009) resulted in the most comprehensive Solar Irradiance Reference Spectra (SIRS) that had ever been produced. White (2011) used measurements from several sources to characterize the Sun's radiative output, and found that although the values were already extremely low at the time of CR 2068/WHI, the minimum of each of the time series occurred in the last quarter of 2008, which was consistent with the date of the sunspot minimum. EUV irradiance modeling by Haberreiter (2011) and Solomon et al. (2010 Solomon et al. ( , 2011 ) allowed a closer examination of the causes of irradiance variations near solar minimum. Additionally, thermospheric modeling done by Solomon et al. (2010 Solomon et al. ( , 2011 
A Sun with Two Personalities
Another important and seemingly paradoxical question relates to a different aspect of solar variability. Webb et al. (2011) identified all of the CMEs that occurred during Carrington rotations 2067, 2068, and 2069, and found that 73% of the CMEs with identifiable sources occurred during CR 2068. In addition to the prevalence of high-speed streams, the WHI Sun also exhibited an unexpectedly high level of solar activity. The most energetic activity was confined to a closely spaced cluster of three active regions (NOAA ARs 10987, 10988 and 10989) that, despite their close proximity, differed appreciably in structure and behavior. Petrie, Canou, and Amari (2011) calculated PFSS models for CR 2068 based on GONG line-of-sight magnetograms, and Nonlinear Force-Free Field (NLFFF) models based on SOLIS vector-magnetogram data for the these three active regions. The PFSS model for CR 2068 showed that the three regions, which were spaced about 30
• apart in longitude and about 10
• in latitude, were highly interconnected. ARs 10987 and 10988 were located mostly within the helmet-streamer belt, whereas most of AR 10989 lay outside the streamer belt among open fields. The NLFFF models enabled a closer analysis of energy balance, but they found that the coronal AR magnetic fields did not indicate levels of free magnetic energy or helicity normally associated with flaring active regions. However, AR 10987 had a coherent S-shaped or sigmoidal structure connecting its two sunspots, which has been shown to be a strong eruption precursor (Canfield, Hudson, and Pevtsov, 2000) . Welsch, Christe, and McTiernan (2011) analyzed several predictors of flare activity based on the photospheric line-of-sight magnetic field, and their results indicated that AR 10988 should have been the most active region of the three and AR 10989 the least. Consistent with the findings from the NLFFF models of Petrie, Canou, and Amari (2011) , they found that, of the three regions, AR 10989 had the lowest free magnetic energy and relative magnetic helicity. Webb et al. (2011) showed, however, that it was AR 10989, and not AR 10987, that was the most CME-and flare-productive of the three regions.
Nitta (2011) noted that two of the five fastest (> 900 km s −1 ) CMEs in 2007 -2009 occurred during WHI, one from AR 10987 and one from AR 10989. He also looked for correlations with several activity precursors (microflares, swelling at the streamer base, and filament evolution), but found no obvious reason why ARs 10987 and 10989 would produce extremely fast CMEs.
Each of the aforementioned authors began to seek possible reasons why AR 10989 was unexpectedly active. The answer appears to come from two directions: above and below. Evidence for a potential "below" connection was seen in the subsurface Carrington maps in Figure 5 , which showed higher flow structure beneath the active-region complex. An examination of the subsurface flows, particularly the strong neighboring vortical flows of opposite sign around AR 10989, led Kosovichev and Duvall (2011) and Webb et al. (2011) to suggest a connection between the interior and the unusually high activity from AR 10989. As with flare forecasts, it is becoming increasingly clear that time-distance helioseismology is a powerful tool in predicting potential CME activity as well. Petrie, Canou, and Amari (2011) and Nitta (2011) found compelling evidence that the connectivity of the active regions to the rest of the corona was also a major factor, particularly with regards to connection or access to open field lines. AR 10988 was confined under large-scale closed field, while AR 10989 was situated among open fields. Even if the active region itself contains little free energy or eruption potential, its interaction with and connection to the large-scale corona cannot be neglected. By looking beyond the active regions in question, particularly above and below them, the investigators helped us understand why our quiet Sun was not so quiet.
The Response at Geospace
With the unusually high rate of solar magnetic activity during WHI, one would expect some dramatic effects at Earth. However, the "geospace story" was all about the high-speed streams, with very little contribution from ICME-associated activity. Cremades, Mandrini, and Dasso (2011) and Lepping et al. (2010) provided important clues as to why this would be so. Cremades, Mandrini, and Dasso (2011) performed detailed analyses of the many interplanetary CME structures and determined their origin and connection to the solar-disk activity. They identified two key, related factors that could explain the small impact of CMEs on geospace: i) The weak polar fields of the Sun resulted in a significant decrease in the deflection of CMEs toward the Ecliptic plane, and ii) the highly warped and tilted current sheet meant that Earth spent more time outside the central band of slow-speed wind. Lepping et al. (2010) investigated the properties of the ICMEs with magnetic-cloud morphology, which are particularly important for geospace consequences because they frequently consist of a strong, steady, and persistent magnetic field. They found that relative to the past solar minimum, the clouds were fewer (62% decrease in frequency), weaker (33% decrease in axial magnetic-field strength), and smaller (27% decrease in average duration). As explained by Lepping et al. (2010) , the change in average properties of magnetic clouds can be viewed as being consistent with the observations of a weaker overall magnetic field of the Sun.
Interestingly, many of the factors that reduced the CME impacts on geospace (weak polar fields, warped current sheet, equatorial coronal holes) were responsible for the dominance of high-speed streams and their profound geospace impact during WHI. The geoefficiency of the solar wind at Earth is primarily controlled by the IMF B Z component, where the largest geoefficiencies correspond to negative GSM B Z periods. As explained by , the location of the Earth above or below the HCS can lead to enhanced or reduced GSM B Z from the Russell and McPherron (1973) effect. The Earth's spin axis is tilted in the negative y-axis direction during Spring, so if B X is positive (toward, and B Y is negative), then GSM B Z will be more negative. This is the case between CLON = 239
• -349
• for the first HSS when the Earth is above the HCS. For the second, longer HSS, the Earth is below the HCS and GSM B Z is more positive, as is seen in Figure 10 . showed that the geomagnetic indices of the auroral electroject (AE) and the disturbed (Dst) equatorial current were larger for the first HSS than for the second. Wang et al. (2011) showed that Kp and the ionospheric-storm responses were larger for the first HSS than for the second. Indeed, increased responses for negative IMF GSM B Z can be seen in the larger responses in the geospace parameters in Figure 11 between the red vertical lines marking the HCS crossings.
As discussed in Section 3.5, there was a clear correspondence between the HSSs and several additional indicators of geomagnetic activity. Lei et al. (2011) looked at the periodicity of the IMF (B TOT , B X , and B Z ) in 2008. B X only had peaks at 13.5 and 27 days with a minor peak at seven days, while the strongest peak in B TOT was at nine days. The ionosphere and thermosphere respond most strongly to negative IMF B Z , where the periodicity in B Z was mostly around 27, and 13.5 days, with a significant peak at seven days. Wang et al. (2011) found that the periodicities in B TOT and B Z for three Carrington rotations centered around CR 2068/WHI were similar to those for the entire year. Most of the parameters in Figure 11 share the nine-day periodicity of the solar wind, including the peak electron density in the F region (NmF2) at all latitudes studied by Wang et al. (2011) . In addition, ionosonde stations near the geomagnetic equator also exhibited an equally strong seven-day periodicity, which was similar to the B Z seven-day periodicity. Emmert, Lean, and Picone (2010) showed that the neutral density at 400 km during the WHI solar minimum was 28% lower than the previous solar minimum in 1996. Solomon et al. (2010) suggested that this was consistent with the observed EUV irradiance decrease, including a 15% decrease from 1996 to 2009 in the He 304 Å emission observed by the SOHO Solar Extreme-ultraviolet Monitor (SEM). Araujo-Pradere et al. (2011) looked at NmF2 and the vertical total electron content (vTEC) at several mid-latitude locations for summer and winter months between 1996 -1997 and 2007 -2009 to see if there was a similar decrease between the WSM solar minimum (1996) and WHI solar minimum. The results were inconclusive for NmF2, but vTEC values did show a decrease of the total electron content in the ionosphere and plasmasphere from the ground to 20 000 km (the altitude of all global positioning satellites) between 1996 and 2008, especially in early evening hours. They also found a decrease in vTEC between 2006 -2007 and 2008 -2009. The CR 2068/WHI 1 period in geospace was more active than the subsequent WHI 2 and 3 periods. Most geospace quantities, such as the radiation-belt electron-number fluxes, the auroral fluxes, and the geomagnetic Kp and Ap indices, reached their minimum values in late 2009 reaching historically low values . But during WHI 1, these and other geospace parameters in Figure 11 were found to "ring" with the periodicities in the solar-wind structure, consistent with the (still) declining phase of the solar cycle (Gibson et al. 2009 . CME activity at the Sun was anomalously high, but it had little or no impact on geospace. Several apparent paradoxes presented themselves, but with close examination a more physical understanding became available.
An Unusual Solar Minimum?
Many of the topics addressed by WHI researchers led to even more open questions about not only this most recent solar minimum, but all solar minima in general. Properties of many phenomena and data exhibited distinct differences from the previous solar minima. People began looking for systematic explanations and wider connections, so the question inevitably became "Was this solar minimum unusual?" As the evidence accumulated, it became clear that although this past minimum was indeed unusual, most of the conclusions were based on measurements and modeling techniques that have only been available for a few solar cycles. The question then became "Was this solar minimum unusually unusual?"
In addition to many studies that have been published over the past three years, several articles in this Topical Issue continue to shed light on this subject. It appears that the answer to that last question depends on one's definition of "unusual." Regardless, the extended decay of Solar Cycle 23, and the later-than-anticipated arrival of Cycle 24, provided an ideal opportunity to study the interconnected 3D heliophysical system, and brought us several steps closer to understanding the fundamental processes governing these interactions.
